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ABSTRACT
A national assessment of the relative suitability of land for
An us radiata IS presented using site ~ndexas the measure of
site quahty. Tl~ephysicalbase for the assessment was the land
use capability units of the New Zealand Land Resouree Inven to&.
The data indicate that 12%of the North Island and 44%of
the South Island are unsuited to Pinus radiata while 24%and
6%respectively have a site index greater than 29 metres.

rainfall.When tested on 299 permanent plots throughout New
Zealand this model generally behaved reliably, indicating that
it should prove useful in providing an initial assessment of
site index and hence 'su~tability'of land for Pinus radiata in
those areas whose site index is not known from trials.
The present study aims to provide a national and regional
assessment of site index for Pinus radiata. Such assessments,
however, are not intended as a substitute for detailed on site
planning.

INTRODUCTION
Most foresters are well aware that great care needs to be taken
when using site index to predict timber yield at the local level,
but at the regional and nat~onallevel it 1s a suitable measure
of productivity. In thls paper the results of a regional and national assessment oi the relative su~tabilityof Iand forPznus
radzata are presented. S~teindex is used ds the measure of
slte quality.
The physical base for assessmg site index was the land use
capabil~tyunlt (LUCunit) of the New Zealand Land Resource
Inventory (NZLRI)(NWASCA1975-79).The site mdex value
for each LUC unit was collected as a combmed exercise involving foresters of the New Zealand Forest Service and the
NZLRI mapping team between 1979 and 1981.
Site index was chosen as the measure of slte quality, because it is the commonly accepted measure throughout New
Zealand and 1s a term commonly understood by other land
orientated professional groups such as so11 conservators
Pznus radzata was chosen due to its predominance in exotic
forestry in New Zealand. Its use, however, did mean that
special~sedhab~tatssuch as wetland or high altitude areas
could be downgraded or assessed as unsuitable, even though
the sites could be suited to other tree species. Modem standards of silviculturepractice (includingcurrent cultivation and
fertilizing practices)were assumed to be in use, w~ththese being applied regionally.
'Suitability' was the site index value, with high slte index
values having a high suitabihty. Areas considered physically unsu~tedto exotic forest (e.g.,LUC Class VIII land) were
ranked as 'unsuitable' together with areas with very low site
mdices. Economics was not considered

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE
The NZLRI contains eleven regional LUC classifications (Fig
1)- the ten covering the North Island have been correlated
(Page, 1985).The separate LUC classif~cationscontain 925
(correlatedto 662) land use capability units. These represent
groupings of inventory units which, at the scale of mapping,
were considered to be physically similar, to have the same
potential productivity and management requirements and to
require the same soil conservation measures (SC &L RCC
1969).Br~efdescriptions of the LUC units are provided for
each region in Extended Legends (e.g.,Fletcher 1981)and in
regional LUC Bulletins (e.g.,Noble 1985).The LUC units can
therefore be used as a base for extrapolation of interpretive
data, regionally or nationally.
Site index values were assessed for each landuse capability (LUC)unit in the NZLRI. Within each Island, standard
assessment procedures for assessing site index were followed (withonly minor exceptions).In the North Island, foresters
in each NZFS Conservancy provided the site index data. At
sites typical of each LUC unit, each forester assessed the site
index. Where these data were available from permanent
growth monitoring plots within the LUC unit they were used. Where they were not, a best profess~onalestimatewas provided. The procedure was repeated for a number of sites in
the same LIJCunit. In the few places where access to LUC
units was not possible, colour slides were used to illustrate
the land. After collation by a member of the NZLRI team, the
data were reviewed to check consistency with similar LUC
units. The data were then returned to the NZFS Conservancies for confirmation.At this stage the forester could modify
the data e~therfrom further reference to any permanent plot
information, or after reviewing the total set of regional figures.
The data were then incorporated into the NZLRI data base.
In the Bay of Plenty-Volcanic Plateau region a modelling
approach was used (Mountfort,1979)to assesssite index. This
related site index to altitude on tephric soils with modifications as required for atypical sites.
Once site index values had been collected for each of the
ten regional (LUC)classifications (Fig.11,values were reviewed in terms of the North Island LUC Regional Correlation
(Page,1985)to check for anomalies. These were referred back
to the NZFS Conservanc~es
for verification and modification
as appropriate.
In the South Island, LUC units were first grouped within
each NZFS Conservancyaccording to characteristicsinfluencing tree growth; particularly climate (rainfall and temperature), altitude, topography and soils. Representative map
units from within each LUC unit grouping (wherepossible
already supportingor close to exotic forests)were selected and

BACKGROUND
Kirkland (1981)provided a national overview of land available
for exotic forest planting. As a base for the study, he used the
New Zealand Land Kesource Inventory (NWASCA1975-79).
He excluded areas such as protection land (LUCclass VIII),
wetlands in LUC classes VI and VII, slopes over 35", and
variousvegetation types. This left an area of about 15.5million
ha. Map units comprising this area were then grouped into
categories according to suitability for afforestation based on
size, LUC class and land cover. Hunter and Gibson (1984)
developed a model to relate?! radiata site index to physical
variables such as soil depth, strength,nutrient concentration
and climate factors such as average temperature and annual
-
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conservancy foresters gave an assessment of site index. M'ithin state forests and many private forests, site index values were
assessed from plot data and these were used as reference
points. Field inspections were not normally carried out.
Finalized site index values hvere stored as part of the NZLRI
database on the T'ogel Computer Centre IBM 3081 computer
and are available on request

ted to only 21.000 ha. The area of each group of site index
values is given in Table 1 for both the North and South
Islands.
TABLE 1.S ~ t index
e
'Plnus izrdlataJi-anla~z~q
jor tbs.YLxth a i z d S m t h 1daid\
SITE ISLIEX' .YORTH I S L A S D
SCIL'TH 1S'LAXII
ln

> 29
25-29
20-21
1.520

hu

J!,

2,786,100 23 3
6,063,900 53 0
1.04.5,700
9.1
141.200

Fig 1
LEGEND
1 Northland
2 Waikato
3 Coromandel-Great Barrier Island
I . Bay of Plenry-Volcamc Plateau
2
Eastern Bay of Plenry
6. Gisbme-East Coast
7 . Northern Hawkes Bay
8 Southern Hawkes Bay-Walrarapa
9 Wellington
lo. Taranaki-Manawatu
11 Sovth Island

FIGURE 1: Land use capability classification regions.

VARIABILITY OF THE DATA
Variability in the accuracy of the site index data could be attributed to three main causes:
1. The paucity of quantitative site index data available. In
many areas the amount of plot data was small and the
assessments although based on professional experience
were only 'best estimates'.
2. The physical variation within the KZLRI LUC units
mapped at 1:63.360scale. To minimize this, only the site
index of 'type' li.e.,typical map units within each LUC
unit) was assessed. The exception to this was the Bay of
Plenty-Volcanic Plateau LUC region, where the altitudinal range of each LUC unit was assessed. This resulted
in a wider spread of site index values than in. other
regions.
3. Obsexer variation between foresters.This variation was
minimized by ensuring that different foresters assessed
a proportion of the same LUC unit and by referring all
compiled regional data back to Conservancy headquarters for review.
In recognition of these limiting factors the site index was
recorded as a range rather than as a single figure. In most LUC
units the range was limited to 3-4 metres but in LUC units
with significantly varying relief the extreme was 10m.
DISCUSSION
Figs 2a and 2b indicate the range of site index median values
recorded. The values ranged from a high of 38 in the Bay of
Plenty to less than lSm, mostly in the eastern South Island
high country. In the Southern Hawkes Bay-U7airarapaand
Taranalu-Manawatu regions (regions8 and 10 in Fig, 11, areas
with site index less than 20 were recorded as unsuitable. This
area was not significant, however, because such areas amoun-
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1,155,200 10.0
2.55.400
11.437.50
0

?J

1.2

< 15
Unsuitable
Towns. rivers
etc

ha

237,700
1.6
002.100
60
3,817,700 251
2,226,700 11 7

2.2

1,313,700 8.7
6.097.200 40.3
505.100

3.3

15.130.200

To simplih. computer analvsis the slte Index t alue for each
of the 925 LUC unlts lvas taken as the med~anof the assess
ed range of values for that unlt These were then combmed
Into five group~ngsfor the North Island and SIX for the South
Island 'Table 1 and F~gs3 and 4 The add~tionof the slxth
South Island grouplng n as in recognition of the lower site index values recorded In that Island (Note the 6th grouping
nas omitted from Figure 4 to ease presentation These group
ings were also used In the K~ngCountnr Land Use Study
11978) but with the lorn,' slte Index further subdn ided
TABLE 2:Land Uiisuitable tor P I ~ Z UraA:ata
S
Norrli Island
South Islaiid
ha
ha
LUC Classes I to T'II
Floodplams and swamps
105.400
89,510
\vlth ~mpededdrainage
Stony and flood prone
7'3,890
tloodplalns
Saline areas
13.700
5,460
High dltirude land
10.200
806,180
Mountain land
22.600
241.660
1.218.700
161,900
LUC Class \'I11
993.300
4,878,500
Protection Land1
1.l5.i.200
6.007,200

The most significant inter-island difference in the site index values is the disparity in areas suitable for growing Pinus
radiata, with 88% of the North Island being suitable as cornpared with only 57% of the South Island. In table 2 the unsuitable areas are grouped into five categories. The area of
class VIII land is also shown: on such land physical hazards
are considered to be such that use should be restricted to
catchment protection rather than on site economic gain. On
the LUC Class I to VII land in both Islands the main causes
for land not being suitable are: high altitude (landhigher than
1000 m.a.s.1,was considered unsuitable for Pinus radiata) and
soil wetness. Jf7etlandswere considered unsuitable when the
water table was at or near the surface for a significant portion
of the year. Some areas of very steep hill country were not
suitable due to slope angle, low fertility, shallow soil depth
or erosion hazard. U7heresuch areas formed only a small part
of a map unit they were not identified separately.
Site index values are generally much higher for the North
Island than for the South Island (Fig.21.The North Island pattern is relatively simple, with site indices greater than 25 on
77% of the land area. Site index values over 29 occur mainly
on the pre-Taupo Formation tephras, on the tree-draining
alluvial surfaces and on low-altitudehill country. High rankings also occur on the eastern hill country north of Napier.
Site index values are significantly lower in the South Island,

where only 8% of the land area has a site index greater than
25m. These areas are restricted to higher rainfall, lowland
districts. The 1.6%of South Island land area with the highest
ranking ( > 29) is restricted to the West Coast and Nelson, and
the land area with next highest rankings to the West Coast
and Marlborou~h
" (and small areas of the North Canterbury
sand country).

MEDIAN SlTE INDEX RATING (m)

Fig 2A. North Island areas of each site index grouping.

FIGURE 3: Site index rankings for the North Island.

MEDIAN SlTE INDEX RATING (m)

Fig 2B. South Island areas of each site index grouping.

In the extended legends for all regional LUC classifications
k g . , Fletcher 1981),forest suitability was subdivided into
three groupings;production,erosion control and protection.
Of these, only erosion control forestry is further discussed in
this paper. In the NZLRI, erosion control forestry was taken
to be exotic forestry that had erosion control as its principal
function. In this case specific management procedures are required to minimize erosion (andwater management) during
establishment and harvesting. In the North Island 26% of land
suitable for Pinus radiata was assessed as requiring erosion
control forestry but only 11%of land in the South Island was
similary assessed (Table 3). These differences reflect the
greater extent of land in the North Island which is susceptible to mass movement erosion and the consequent need for
forestry as an erosion control measure.
This paper has provided a broad analysis of the distribution of site index of Pinus radiata in New Zealand. A more

FIGURE 4: Site index rankings for the South Island.
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detailed analysis of the relation between the site index values
and environmental parameters in the NZLRI could be a fertile source of information, complementing more detailed
studies such as those by Hunter and Gibson 1984.
TABLE 3 Areas in the North and South Island
torestn
S I T t INDEX
m

> 29
25 29
20 23
15 20

YORTH ISL,lhD
70of the
Area ha site index
group
1860 100 31%
281,600 0
362.200 3
98 800

< 15

requiring erosioin control

2 603 000

Fletcher, 1.R.1981:Land UseCapabil~tyExtended Legend oi the7arandk1hlana\vatu R e g ~ o nNe\vZealand Land Resource Inventory. 1 :63.360?:at~onal\Yarer and So11 Conservar~onOrganisation. \Veilingroin Sen.
Zealand.
Hunter. I.R.:Gibson. A R. 1981:1'redictingP:nu.~rahatil Slte Index t ~ o m
Environmental variable>. S e w Zealand Tour11,d of Forestr!. Sc~encc

1J1 53-61
SOU? H ISLAND
% of the
Area ha site index
group

343 100
281 300
17 200

38%

300 200
976 100
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Discount rates and forestrv
Jeanette Fitzsimons
ABSTRACT
Net Present Value analysis, also known as Cost-Benefit analysis,
has serious dejiciencies as a jramework for decision-making in
forestry. It is argued that high discount rates do not reflect true social
time preferences and lead to resource waste and disregard for the
future. The principles ojsustainability, end-usenee&, and cultural
and spiritual values are suggested as more useful, and neglected,
tools in planning projects with very long-term implications.
Economists have been telling me all my life that things I
want to see accomplished, and which are generally agreed to
be useful, are "not economic". I have reached the conclusion
that if a project obviously makes sense in terms of resources,
energy and human effort, and is "not economic", then it is
the economic analysis which is wrong. I do not wish to argue
for a discount rate of lo%, 5%, or 2% - but for a wider frame
of reference and different criteria for makmg decisions.
Economics makes assumptions which are not always true
in the real world, and which can lead to bad decisions. Some
of them are:
Price reflects value to society. This is now rarely true, in
a world of constant government intervention in the market.
manipulation of consumers by advertising,and the transition
The author, jeanette Fitzsimons, tutors part-time in Environmental Studies
at Auckland CTniversity,researches and writes on matters relating to Energl.
and theEnvironment, andgrows special-purpose timbers which will probabl)
not mature until ajter she is dead. This paper was origznally preparedjor a Foresi
Research Institute semmar in Rotorua in 1982.
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from a "free" resource provided by nature (virginforests) to
a planted one.
Benefits which cannot be quantified are often
acknowledged but must be left out of any numerical calculation. To include them in the criteria for decision making involves balancing a mix of precise numbers from the economic
analysis with the qualitative analysis of other aspects. There
is no scientific way of approaching this balancing.
p~

"We need a broader definition of
wealth, which includes the biological,
social and cultural wealth on which
economic wealth is based. These are
fundamental not just to quality of life,
but to survival. They will eventually
have enormous economic effects, but in
the meantime, economics cannot
measure them."
Economics cannot deal with absolutes. It assumes
everything has a replacement price. which is simply not true
of the most fundamental resources in a finite world.
It assumes the reason for forestv is to make money for
the investors rather than to ensure a supply of appropriate
timbers for the future.
J$'e need a broader definition of wealth, which includes the
biological, social and cultural wealth on which economic

